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Mans: “ Bind gas Walla body spray”. 7) What techniques are used? Explain 

the techniques Mans: Brand wagon: The product can be used by maximum 

consumers as it is reasonable and has great benefits. 8) Did you see any 

biases or stereotyping? Mans: No 9) What was the most memorable slogan 

or jingle? Mans: 800 sprays guaranteed. 10) Which was the most effective 

technique used for the commercial? Mans: Brand wagon. 2nd ad: Vicki cough

drop 1)Mention the target audience of the advertisement. Mans: All age 

groups. 2)What was the television show before and after the advertisement? 

Mans: Emotional teacher. 3)Did you like it or no? Y? Mans: yes, liked it. 

Because it was a simple and sensible. )Mention the time and duration at 

which the advertisement ends? Mans: Time:- 13: 10 Duration:- assess Mans: 

Vicki tablet Mans: “ Vicki ski gold 10 chick chick door Kara”. 7)What 

techniques are used? Explain the techniques. Mans: Brand wagon. As it 

targets all the age group audiences and can be brought by common man. 

8)Did you see any biases or stereotyping? Mans: No. 9)What was the most 

memorable slogan or jingle? Mans: ‘ Vicki ski gold 10 chick chick door Kara”. 

Mans: Very simple solutions. It gives information to people about what to 

have when they have a problem like that as shown in the ad. 3rd ad: Naira 

natural hair oil. Mans: Women (age group 20 to 45) 2) What was the 

television show before and after the advertisement? 3) Did you like it or no? 

Y?. Mans: Mans: yes I liked it. Because they just concentrated on the major 

product and dint involve any external stuff. Time:- 13: 11 Duration:- 42 

seconds Mans: Hair oil (naira naturals) Mans: Ghana sundae bal. Bas. 7) 

What techniques are used? Explain the techniques. Mans: Brand wagon. 
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As it is general population. Not much emphasis for a particular group of 

people. Mans: 2% of the product price goes for children’s education. Mans: 

Diversion. Along with giving an impact of the product they also highlight owe

important education is for everyone. 4th ad:- Ore strawberry Emotional 

Thatcher. Mans: yes, liked it. They have sweetly expressed the love between 

sisters through their product. Time: 13: 12 Duration: seconds Mans: ore 

strawberry biscuit Mans: very chocolaty very strawberry Mans: Brand wagon.

Because it doesn’t target a particular audience. 

Its for all masses. Mans: Twist Kara, lick Kara aura fir dunk Kara. Mans: Brand

wagon was the only technique used. 5th ad:- Foam did wills gel bathing bar 

Mans: Women (age group 16 to 50) Mans: Yes, liked it. They have shown the 

benefits of the product and how it returns the skin because of the new 

elements introduced in the product. Time:- 13: 13 Duration: 16 seconds 

Mans: Ham did wills gel bar. Mans: “ Beautiful you, today tomorrow”. Mans: 

Snob appeal. The consumer thinks it will make him a part of elite as Dippier 

Podunk is being shown using the product. 

Mans: Looks like soap, feels like shower gel. Mans: Facts and figures:- They 

have mentioned the percentage Of different elements used in the product 

which gives a broad prospective about the product to the consumer. 6th ad: 

Monika ash Mans: Mostly youngsters and people in the age group between 

25 to 35) Emotional Thatcher Mans: yes, like the ad because they have 

elaborated on the specifications of the product. Time:- 1 3: 13 Duration:- 22 

sec Mans: Monika ash 501 mobile phone Mans: “ super smart pocket power”.

Mans: Brand wagon. 
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Keeping price of the model low they target more audience for the purchase 

of the product. Mans: Buy Monika ash 501 and get 1 year insurance free. 1 0)

Which was the most effective technique used for the commercial? Brand 

wagon is the only technique used. 7th ad: Dell laptops with windows 8 Mans: 

Both men and women of age group(1 5 to 40) Mans: no, I dint like the ad. It 

dint explore much about the product. Time:- 13: 14 Duration:- 27 sec Mans: 

dell laptops with windows 8 Mans: “ The power to do more”. Mans: 

Eventuated. 

As consumer doesn’t get attracted by the product just by one look of the ad. 

He analyses more about the product and then decides whether to buy or no. 

Mans: double the usage speed. Mans: eventuated is the only technique used.

Tuesday 1 SST ad: Sunniest Delicious cookies Time:- 16: 30 to 1 7: 00 

Comedy nights with kappa. Mans: yes, liked the ad. It focuses more on the 

product by relating it with the past events of the persons life so the 

consumer connects more to it. Time:- 1 6: 45 Duration: 44 sec Mans: 

Sunniest delicious cookies Mans: Perfection. 

Nothing else. Mans: Brand wagon. Doesn’t target a particular class of people.

Its for every person. Mans: Ezra as pray, dhoti is muskrat aura deer Sara 

pray. 2nd ad: Godard no 1 soap 2nd ad: god no 1 soap Mans: Women (age 

group 20 to 50) Comedy nights with kappa Mans: yes, liked it. The different 

elements used makes the product more appealing to the target audience. 

Time:- 1 6: 46 Duration:- 35 sec Mans: Godard noel soap with allover and 

white lily. Mans: “ Partaker aka sparse”. Mans: Brand wagon. Keeping the 

price moderate increases the sale of the reduce. 
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